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Abstract

Wave breaking in the ocean affects the height of extreme waves, energy dissipation, and interaction

between the atmosphere and upper ocean. Numerical modelling is a critical step in understanding

the physics of wave breaking and offers insight that is hard to gain from field data or experiments.

High-fidelity numerical modelling of three-dimensional breaking waves is extremely challenging.

Conventional grid-based numerical methods struggle to model the steep and double-valued free

surfaces that occur during wave breaking. The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method

does not fall prey to these issues. Herein, we examine the SPH method’s ability to model highly

directionally spread overturning breaking waves by numerically reproducing the experiments pre-

sented in McAllister et al. [J. Fluid Mech. Vol. 860, 2019, pp. 767–786]. We find that the

SPH method reproduces the experimental observations well; when comparing experimental and

numerical measurements we achieve coefficient of determination values of 0.92− 0.95, with some

smaller-scale features less well reproduced owing to finite resolution. We also examine aspects of

the simulated wave’s geometry and kinematics and find that existing breaking criteria are difficult

to apply in highly directionally spread conditions.

Keywords: Wave breaking, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, Directional spreading, Freak

waves
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1. Introduction1

Unexpectedly large, extreme or ‘freak’ waves are enigmatic oceanic phenomena that have2

attracted a large amount of scientific and popular attention. Studies have shown such waves to3

exist [1, 2, 3], shifting their existence from the realm of folklore to reality. Several shipping4

catastrophes and accidents are thought to have been caused by freak waves [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. As5

a result, much work has focused upon understanding why these waves occur and evaluating the6

risk they pose (see [10, 11, 12] for reviews). Freak waves are also known to occur in other fields,7

such as optics [13]. While a simple single explanation why freak waves may occur does not exist8

[10, 11, 12], wave breaking is the process that limits wave height and is hence critical to their9

formation.10

In-situ observations of freak waves provide necessary evidence of their existence [1, 2, 3].11

However, such observations are often limited to isolated measurements of surface elevation and12

provide limited insight into the properties of and mechanisms giving rise to these freak waves.13

Numerical and experimental approaches can offer the opportunity to study freak waves in more14

detail than using in-situ observations alone. For example, in [14, 15] random simulations are15

carried out using the Higher-Order Spectral Method (HOSM), with inputs based on the extreme16

waves observed in [1, 2, 3], to examine the importance of third-order nonlinearity in creating17

extreme waves.18

In the laboratory, it is possible to reproduce high-fidelity hydrodynamic conditions through19

appropriate scaling, but it can be more challenging to measure certain physical quantities, such as20

pressure and velocity, than others, such as surface elevation (e.g., [16]). Numerical models offer21

the potential to recreate extreme waves, while providing the ability to calculate readily and with22

high spatial resolution physical quantities that are difficult to measure in the laboratory. How-23

ever, high-fidelity numerical modeling of extreme ocean waves is challenging. Surface gravity24

waves exist on the interface between between air and water. This potentially highly nonlinear25

moving free surface constitutes one of the main challenges associated with numerical modelling26

of water waves. For more conventional grid-based potential-flow methods, this challenge may be27
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overcome using approaches such as deforming grids. However, grid-based methods can strug-28

gle when surface deformations become very steep or double valued, both of which occur when29

waves break. Eulerian multi-phase numerical models which use surface following methods such30

as volume-of-fluid (see [17] for a review of methods) have been implemented successfully to per-31

form high-fidelity simulations of overturning breaking waves [18, 19]. The computational demand32

of such models is large and thus can necessitate small computational domains or two-dimensional33

simulations in many scenarios [19]. Particle-based methods such as SPH (see also [20], for an34

example of the Lattice Boltzman method) do not require special treatment of the free surface,35

such as adaptive meshing. Moreover, moving boundaries, such as wave makers, may be readily36

implemented using dynamic boundary particles. Thus SPH provides an ideal way to model a full37

numerical wave tank, including wave generation, evolution, and breaking. An additional benefit is38

that SPH is globally conservative (mass and momentum), which is not the case for volume of fluid39

approaches [21].40

SPH is making rapid advances in scientific computation, offering major advantages to those41

modelling multi-phase and free surface flows. Significant progress has been made since Mon-42

aghan [22] first extended the weakly-compressible form of SPH to free surface flows. This ap-43

proach initially suffered from noisy pressure fields and numerical instability, yet recent advances44

have improved this significantly. Density-diffusion schemes have been employed to smooth the45

pressure fields [23, 24], and particle-shifting techniques have been successfully implemented to46

avoid particle clustering and numerical instability [25]. The incompressible form of SPH has47

also seen significant progress [26], providing improved pressure fields, yet at significantly greater48

computational expense. Weakly-compressible SPH has been used to simulate surface waves for a49

wide range of applications [27, 28, 29, 30], including deep and shallow-water conditions [31] and50

the study of wave breaking [32, 33]. The vast majority of published breaking wave studies that51

use SPH focus on uni-directional waves [34, 35], and breaking typically occurs in shallow water52

[32, 33]. Here, we use weakly-compressible SPH to simulate freak, breaking waves occurring in53

directionally spread and crossing wave systems in intermediate water depth. We use the resulting54

validated simulations to explore the complex nature of these events.55

The Draupner wave was one of the first unexpectedly large or ‘freak’ waves to be measured [1].56
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It was observed in the North Sea on the 1st of January 1995, initiating a body of research aiming57

to understand the nature of freak waves. In a recent experimental study [36] (MC19 hereafter),58

this wave was reproduced in the laboratory. In addition to being the first to fully reproduce this59

wave at scale, providing insight into how this wave may have been created, these experimental60

observations raised questions about the onset of wave breaking in crossing conditions. In Kanehira61

et al. [37], an SPH model of the physical wave tank used in MC19 was developed, thus making it62

possible to replicate the experiments of MC19 numerically as a case study. We carry out this case63

study, firstly, to provide a means of validation and as an illustration of the capabilities of SPH for64

modelling of highly directionally spread overturning breaking waves; and, secondly, to enhance65

our understanding of the wave breaking phenomena observed.66

Of the effects associated with breaking, we aim to investigate the onset of breaking and how67

this may affect extreme wave height. Thresholds based on wave steepness and other geometric68

criteria are commonly used to predict when waves will break. While simple, geometric criteria69

overlook much of the natural variability of surface waves and are inaccurate [38]. Kinematic and70

dynamic breaking criteria [39, 40] use fluid properties (e.g., velocity and acceleration), which71

means they can be used to detect the onset of wave breaking but are less suitable for predictive72

use. These criteria have been shown to detect the onset of breaking robustly for following-sea73

conditions over a range of water depths [40, 41, 42, 43]. We examine their application to highly74

directionally spread breaking waves here. Both linear and non-linear (i.e., modulational instability)75

focussing mechanisms can play a role in directionally spread seas (e.g., [44]), although we do not76

focus on identifying the type of focussing mechanism herein77

The paper is laid out as follows. The numerical method and governing equations used are78

explained in §2. In §3, we present the results of our simulations, including a discussion on model79

validation (§3.1), wave geometry (§3.2), kinematics (§3.3), and breaking behaviour (§3.4). Finally,80

in §4, we draw conclusions.81

2. Numerical Method82

We use an SPH model of the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility built using Dual-83

SPHysics [45], which has been validated for directionally spread waves of moderate steepness84
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[46]. We review the numerical approach used in the following section.85

2.1. SPH Implementation86

SPH offers a Lagrangian mesh-free, particle-based method, by which continuum fluid flow87

can be modelled as discrete calculation points called particles that move in conjunction with fluid88

motion. As initially proposed by [47], physical quantities such as pressure, density and velocity89

can be described for each particle by spatial interpolation between neighbouring particles. The90

fundamental principle of the SPH method is to approximate a physical quantity φ as follows:91

φ(r) =

∫
Ω

φ(r′)W(r − r′, h)dr′, (1)92

where W is the smoothing kernel function, h is the smoothing length, r is the so-called focused po-93

sition vector and r′ is the neighbouring position vector. Particles in the reference area Ω contribute94

to the estimate of φ(r). A normalisation condition ensures that
∫

Ω
W(r − r′, h)dr′ = 1, and, as h95

approaches zero, W must approach the Dirac delta function (δ): limh→0 W(r− r′, h) = δ(r− r′). In96

this work, we utilise the quintic Wendland kernel [48],97

W(r, h) = αD

(
1 −

q
2

)4
(2q + 1), 0 ≤ q ≤ 2, (2)98

where q = r/h is given by the distance between any two selected particles r divided by the smooth-99

ing length h, and αD is equal to 7/(4πh2) in 2D, and 21/(16πh3) in 3D. Equation (1) can be con-100

verted into discrete form (e.g., [33]):101

φ(ra) =

N∑
b=1

φ(rb)W(rb − ra, h)Vb, (3)102

where properties for particle a are calculated as a function of all N neighbours, Vb is the volume103

of neighbouring particle b (noting that Vb = mb/ρb), and mb and ρb represent the mass and density104

of particle b, respectively.105

2.1.1. Governing equations106

If we have an incompressible fluid, it may be described by continuity and the conservation of107

momentum:108

Dρ
Dt

+ ρ∇ · u = 0, (4)109
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110

Du
Dt

= −
1
ρ
∇p + g + ν0∇

2u +
1
ρ
∇ · ~τ, (5)111

where D/Dt denotes the material derivative, ρ is the fluid density, u = (u, v,w) is the velocity112

vector with components in the (x, y, z)-directions with z measured vertically, g is gravitational ac-113

celeration, p is pressure, ν0 is the laminar kinematic viscosity, and ~τ is the Sub-Particle Scale (SPS)114

stress tensor. Using the SPH approach in accordance with [33], (4) and (5) may be represented as115

dρa

dt
=

∑
b

mb(ua − ub) · ∇aWab +Da, (6)116

117

dua

dt
= −

∑
b

mb

(
pb

ρ2
b

+
pa

ρ2
a

)
∇aWab + g

+
∑

b

mb

(
4ν0rab · ∇aWab

(ρa + ρb)(r2
ab + ζ2)

)
(ua − ub)

+
∑

b

mb

(
~τb

ρ2
b

+
~τa

ρ2
a

)
· ∇aWab,

(7)118

where ζ2 = 0.01h2, rab = ra−rb, rab = |rab|, and∇aWab is the derivative of the smoothing kernel with119

respect to the coordinates of particle a. The symbol Da in (6) represents the diffusive term used120

in the delta-SPH scheme [23]. The delta-SPH coefficient used here is 0.1. In this study, the above121

technique is used to reduce the high-frequency density fluctuations (caused by natural particle122

disorder), which can introduce significant noise in the pressure fields due to the stiff equation of123

state (see (8)). In (7), the third right-hand-side term represents the laminar viscosity presented in124

[49], and the fourth term is the Sub-Particle Scale (SPS) turbulence model first introduced by [50]125

and formulated in Weakly Compressible SPH in [33]. We use the Smagorinsky constant (0.12)126

following [33].127

For a weakly compressible fluid, pressure can be computed using an explicit numerical algo-128

rithm. Here, rather than solving Poisson’s equation (an implicit method), to reduce computational129

cost, an equation of state that relates pressure to density is used:130

p = b
[(
ρ

ρ0

)γ
− 1

]
. (8)131

where γ = 7, b = c2
0ρ0/γ, ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3 is the reference density, and c0 is the speed of sound.132
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Equation (8) represent a stiff equation of state, with small changes in density causing large pressure133

fluctuations.134

A symplectic second-order time-integration method is applied using corrector and predictor135

stages. As in [51], a variable time step ∆t is utilised in this study.136

2.1.2. Boundary conditions and tank geometry137

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the FloWave tank [52] recreated numerically in [37] and to be138

used in this paper. The tank has a diameter D = 25 m and is 2 m deep. Waves are generated and139

absorbed by the 168 individually-controlled hinged flap-type wavemakers that form the circum-140

ference of the tank. These wavemakers constitute the radial boundary condition of our numerical141

domain. Accordingly, the wavemakers are modelled as Dynamic Boundary Particles (DBPs) using142

the Dynamic Boundary Condition (DBC) developed by [53]. The tank floor is also modelled using143

stationary DBPs. The real tank has gratings for current circulation located on the tank floor at the144

bottom of the wavemakers that do not feature in the numerical model, which has a flat bottom. The145

angle of rotation (in the vertical, radial plane) Φp(t) of each of the 168 wave paddles was recorded146

during each of the experiments in MC19. These values are used to force the position of the DBPs147

that form the wavemakers, exactly as in the experiment.148

2.2. Experimental Conditions from MC19149

In MC19, the time series measured at the Draupner platform by [1] was decomposed into150

two wave systems, which cross each other (a main and a transverse wave system; see MC19 for151

details). This decomposition was based on previous work [54], which showed certain aspects of152

the measured wave’s nonlinear structure could not be reproduced under so-called following-sea153

(non-crossing) conditions. Experiments in MC19 were carried out for three scenarios, setting the154

angle between the two systems ∆θ to 0◦ (following-sea conditions, i.e. no crossing), 60◦, and 120◦.155

Both wave systems are directionally spread about their respective mean directions with a wrapped156

normal spreading function of width 30◦ applied to the amplitude distribution. Here, we carry out157

simulations of the same three experiments. The directions of propagation of both the main and158

transverse wave systems (or groups) are shown as the blue (main) arrow and the red (transverse)159
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y
o

Δθ = 120°

x

Δθ = 60°

Δθ = 0°

wave gauge

D = 25 m

still water level
water depth (2m)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental and numerical wave tank with eight wave gauges (coloured

crosses) installed along the x-axis near the centre of the tank. The blue arrow shows the main wave group’s

direction, and the red dashed arrows mark the three different transverse wave groups’ directions for the three

simulations.
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dashed arrows in Fig. 1. In all three simulations, the main wave system propagated along the x-160

axis, from left to right, whereas the transverse waves propagated from the three different directions.161

In MC19, the target surface elevation at the centre of the tank (x = 0, y = 0) was generated162

iteratively by adjusting the phase and amplitude of the decomposed time series. The wavemaker163

motions recorded for these experiments are used to generated the waves in our simulations.164

In MC19, an array of eight resistance-type wave gauges were installed along the x-axis at the165

positions listed in Tab. 1 (see Fig. 1). We use the measurements made at these eight gauges for166

model validation herein. All results will be presented at laboratory scale.167

Table 1 Position of the wave gauges.

WG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

x (m) −0.5 −0.3 −0.1 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 1

y (m) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.3. Numerical Set-up and Conditions168

The parameters of the numerical simulations carried out in this study are shown in Tab. 2.169

To ensure numerical convergence, we have run 12 cases in total. We have reduced the particle170

spacing dp, which is related to the smoothing length h by h = ch

√
3d2

p with ch the smoothing171

length coefficient, in four refinements from 0.1 m to 0.02 m, for each of the three experiments172

carried out in MC19 that we aim to reproduce numerically. We non-dimensionalise the maximum173

wave height measured in all experiments (HD = 0.73 m) by particle spacing (dp), thus providing174

the representative number of particles from crest to trough HD/dp.175

The total number of particles (Np) was between 1.12 and 127 million, and the run time for176

the finest particle cases was approximately 167 hrs using a GPU (NVIDIA, Quadro RTX 8000).177

We adopted a smoothing length coefficient ch = 1.0. This value is smaller than the recommended178

values of between 1.2 and 1.5 for wave propagation in DualSPHysics; setting ch = 1.0 achieved179

better results with reduced run time. This could be related to the particle resolution used in this180

study. The particle spacing used was relatively large owing to the large simulation domain (982181
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m3) and computational constraints on the total number of particles (Np). Note that the value of182

ch = 1.0 results in a ratio of h/dp = 1.73, and this ratio is close to the value of 1.7 used in [55].183

Table 2 Numerical conditions for the three different simulations for four different particle spacings.

Case ∆θ dp/D (×10−3) HD/dp Np (×106)

1, 2, 3, 4 0◦ 4.0, 2.0, 1.2, 0.8 7, 15, 24, 37 1.12, 8.61, 38.6, 127

5, 6, 7, 8 60◦ ” ” ”

9, 10, 11, 12 120◦ ” ” ”

2.4. Convergence184

We evaluate the model’s convergence using the coefficient of the determination (r2). This value185

is used to quantify how well the modelled results match the experimental data. Fig. 2a shows r2
186

values achieved for the three experiments as a function the representative number of particles187

from crest to trough HD/dp. In all three cases, the r2 values increase monotonically and converge188

as particle spacing is reduced, reaching approximately 0.95. Implementing a finer particle spacing189

may improve the reproduction, but the improvement will be diminishing and is outwith the scope190

of this study owing to computational constraints. The value of r2 is calculated using the measured191

surface elevation over the duration of our simulations and physical experiments. Using r2 in this192

way (as a measure of convergence) may obscure how well our model produces finer-scale details193

of fluid flow (Fig. 2b-d); we return to this in §3.1.194

3. Results195

To examine the results of our simulations, we first compare our simulations to observations196

made in MC19 as a means of model validation in §3.1. We then use the additional available197

information gained from our numerical simulations to examine aspects of the extreme wave’s198

geometry (§3.2), kinematics (§3.3), and breaking behaviour (§3.4). The numerical results we199

present in this section correspond to the finest resolution simulations that were carried out (cases200

4, 8, and 12).201
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Fig. 2 Convergence as a function of particle spacing, evaluated using the coefficient of determination r2 for

the three different crossing angles ∆θ = 0, 60, 120◦, values of r2 are averaged over the eight wave gauges

with error bars showing the corresponding standard deviation. In panel a, the horizontal axis represents the

number of particles from crest to trough HD/dp, where HD = 0.73 m is the maximum wave height of the

measurements and dp is the initial particle spacing. Panels b, c and d represent comparison of our modelled

reproduction and the experimental reproduction (MC19) of the Draupner wave for the three crossing angles

∆θ = 0◦ (b), 60◦ (c), 120◦ (d). The markers indicate the maximum and minimum points of the surface

elevation.
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3.1. Experimental Validation202

In Fig. 3, we compare time series of free surface elevation extracted from our simulations to203

those measured during the experiments; measurements from wave gauges 1 to 7 are shown from204

bottom to top. As also reflected by the high r2 values in Fig. 2, the simulated surface elevations205

agree well with the experimental measurements. At the time of the extreme wave crest, there are206

some differences between small-scale features of the surface elevation, which may be a result of207

finite particle spacing in our simulations or experimental error. For ∆θ = 120◦, the simulations208

appear to capture the sharp variations of the surface elevation after breaking, as illustrated in the209

inset plot (panel c). In all three cases, the post-breaking measurements (gauges 5 and higher) are210

well reproduced.211

Tab. 3 compares wave heights and crest amplitudes observed during the experiments (MC19)212

and numerical simulations (SPH). The numerical and experimental values agree closely and follow213

the same general trend, increasing with crossing angle. The difference between numerical and214

experimental wave heights is 1-4% and corresponds to small-scale features of the surface elevation.215

Table 3 Wave heights from zero-down-crossing Hd and zero-up-crossing Hu and crest amplitudes a mea-

sured in the experiments (MC19), simulations (SPH) and in the field (Draupner). The values are calculated

using time series measured at the centre of the tank (x = 0, y = 0).

2[1]*∆θ Hd (m) Hu (m) a (m)

MC19 SPH MC19 SPH MC19 SPH

0◦ 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.47 0.50

60◦ 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.69 0.51 0.53

120◦ 0.73 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.51 0.53

Draupner 0.71 0.73 0.53

In Fig. 4, we draw qualitative comparison between experimental and numerical observations;216

the top row shows a series of still images capture during the three different experiments using a217

camera positioned at the edge of the wave tank, the bottom row shows corresponding rendered218

images produced using the numerical simulations. Each column corresponds to an individual ex-219
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Δθ＝0° Δθ＝60° Δθ＝120°

x＝0.5 m

x＝0.3 m

x＝0.1 m

x＝0 m

x＝-0.1 m

x＝-0.3 m

x＝-0.5 m

Fig. 3 Free surface elevation measured in our simulations (blue markers) and MC19 (black lines) at gauge

locations positioned along the x-axis (see Tab. 1) for ∆θ = 0◦ (a), 60◦ (b), and 120◦ (c). The gauge number

increases from the bottom to the top of the figure.
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Δθ = 0° Δθ = 60° Δθ = 120°

EXP

SPH

Fig. 4 Images of free surface elevation captured using a camera in MC19 (top row, EXP) and rendered using

the results of our SPH simulations (bottom row, SPH) for ∆θ = 0◦ (left), 60◦ (middle), and 120◦ (right).

periment carried out for a different crossing angle ∆θ. In each image, the main wave direction220

(x-axis) is from left to right. MC19 showed that the transition from plunging breaking to upward-221

jet formation shown in Fig. 4 was critical to reconstructing the Draupner wave measured in the222

field, with plunging breaking apparently limiting the achievable crest height more significantly223

than upward-jet formation. This transition is also observed in the numerical simulations; as the224

angle ∆θ is increased, crest overturning reduces. Both series of images depict qualitatively sim-225

ilar behaviour. Finer details, such as spray formation, are not captured, as is clearest in the two226

right-hand panels of Fig. 4. The small differences between measurements (MC19) and simulations227

(SPH) in Fig. 4 are most likely caused by the finite particle spacing used. When implementing228

the SPH method, continuum quantities of the fluid domain are smoothed by (1), and so the re-229

production of features finer than the particle spacing is not possible. To improve these results, a230

global particle resolution finer than these features, or a multi-resolution technique could be ap-231

plied. Based on these observations, we argue that the current simulations may be used to gain232

additional insight into the larger-scale aspects of the waves geometry and kinematics, with less233

emphasis on small-scale features, such as spray and droplet formation.234
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3.2. Wave Geometry235

Wave geometry is often used to predict the onset of wave breaking and has broader implica-236

tions for the loading of offshore structures and bodies and the probability of encountering extreme237

waves. The majority of wave measurement devices, deployed offshore or used in laboratories,238

provide time-series measurements of surface elevation and hence do not directly measure wave239

geometry. To infer wave geometry from time-domain measurements, it is common to use the lin-240

ear dispersion relation ω2 = gk tanh(kh), where ω is the angular frequency, k the wavenumber,241

h the water depth, and g the acceleration due to gravity. When waves become steep, the role of242

nonlinearity increases, which can affect dispersion. Hence, estimating wave geometry from time-243

series measurements in this manner can result in errors [56]. When waves propagate in many244

different directions, this also affects their geometry. Thus, the spectral bandwidth of waves in both245

frequency and direction affects the accuracy of this method of approximating wave geometry from246

time-domain measurements using the linear dispersion relation [56, 57]. In the following section,247

we measure the actual (spatial) geometry of the waves in our simulations and compute geometric248

parameters to describe this. We then compare the measured values of these geometric parameters249

to values approximated using time-series measurements and linear dispersion.250

3.2.1. Geometric definitions251

cH1 H2

l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6
x*

Fig. 5 Diagram showing definitions for geometric parameters.

Fig. 5 defines the parameters we use to assess wave geometry. The following definitions are252
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used for comparison between the time-domain approximations and spatial measurements. The253

representative wave height H∗ is defined as:254

H∗ =
H1 + H2

2
. (9)255

Time-domain equivalents are calculated based on the maxima and minima of the time-domain256

surface elevation measurements (up and down-crossing wave heights are denoted by H1t and H2t,257

and the representative time-domain wave height is denoted by H∗t ).258

Analogously to the representative wave height, the representative wavelength L∗ is defined as:259

L∗ =
L1 + L2

2
, (10)260

where L1 = l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 and L2 = l3 + l4 + l5 + l6. For time-domain equivalents, the up-crossing261

(T1t = t1 + t2 + t3 + t4) and down-crossing periods (T2t = t3 + t4 + t5 + t6) are used in combination262

with the linear dispersion relation to obtain L1t and L2t and hence L∗t . Note that k = 2π/L and263

ω = 2π/T . A representative steepness, equivalent to ka (i.e., the product of wavenumber k and264

surface elevation amplitude a), can be defined as 2πηc/L∗, or 2πηc/L∗t in the case of time-domain265

measurements. We also calculate,266

ϕs = arctan
(
ηc

l4

)
, (11)267

as a measure of the crest-front steepness, because this is suggested as a robust parameter for268

predicting the onset of wave breaking in [43].269

To measure the spatial properties shown in Fig. 5, it is necessary to choose a direction of270

propagation over which characteristic wavelengths may be defined. For scenarios where the waves271

travel in a single mean direction (i.e., following seas), this is trivial. In more complex crossing272

conditions, a characteristic wave direction must be approximated. To do so, we define a coordinate273

system (x∗, y∗) that is obtained by rotating the coordinate system (x, y) clockwise by an angle θ.274

The coordinate x∗ is referred to as the ‘observation direction’. Spatial measurements presented275

below are taken in the instantaneous crest direction θ = θ∗ (see §3.4 for a precise definition). The276

instantaneous crest directions we obtain are θ∗ = 0◦, 35◦, and 50◦ for ∆θ = 0◦, 60◦, and 120◦,277

respectively.278
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3.2.2. Geometry of simulated waves279

The measured wave geometry parameters and those estimated from time-domain measure-280

ments are presented in Tab. 4. Spatial measurements are calculated at tfocus, which is the time281

when the maximum value of the crest elevation ηc is recorded at (x, y) = (0, 0) (so that ηc and ηct282

are equal by definition). The corresponding surface elevations in different observation directions283

θ, are shown in Fig. 6 along with the wavelength L2 as a function of θ at tfocus (middle column),284

and the local surface gradient (right column). Fig. 3 shows the measurements at (x, y) = (0, 0)285

used to estimate wave geometry in the time domain.286

Table 4 Geometric parameters calculated from spatial measurements and estimated from time-domain mea-

surements.

∆θ [◦] ηc [m] H2 [m] H1 [m] H∗ [m] L2 [m] L1 [m] L∗ [m] 2πηc/L∗ ϕs [◦]

0 0.521 0.653 0.644 0.649 8.20 10.36 9.28 0.353 21.3

60 0.541 0.573 0.576 0.575 10.1 12.3 11.2 0.304 8.25

120 0.562 0.617 0.631 0.624 8.66 11.7 10.2 0.347 16.8

∆θ [◦] ηc [m] H2t [m] H1t [m] H∗t [m] L2t [m] L1t [m] L∗t [m] 2πηc/L∗t

0 0.521 0.672 0.662 0.667 7.33 6.97 7.15 0.458

60 0.541 0.714 0.698 0.706 7.49 7.14 7.31 0.464

120 0.562 0.746 0.707 0.726 6.84 6.83 6.83 0.517

The information contained in Tab. 4, along with Fig. 3 and Figs. 6a, d, and g, illustrate a num-287

ber of differences between spatial and temporal measurements. First, the wave heights obtained288

from time-domain measurements are larger than those calculated from spatial measurements for all289

crossing angles. This is a result of the dispersive focusing that occurs because of the broad-banded290

nature of the waves. Second, it is clear that wavelengths estimated from time-domain measure-291

ments are significantly smaller than the wavelengths obtained from spatial measurements. The292

relative error in the time-domain wavelength estimation for the following-sea case (∆θ = 0◦), for293

which the characteristic wavelength is a well-defined property, is 23% (based on L∗ values). For294

this moderately spread case, this error arises as a result of both bandwidth and nonlinearity (see295
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also [57], where values of 20-30 % are reported and a detailed discussion of effects of bandwidth296

and nonlinearity is provided). For large crossing angles, wavelength becomes less well-defined.297

Large horizontal asymmetry is evident from L1 values that are larger than L2 for all crossing298

angles in Tab. 4. In contrast, estimates of wavelength from the time domain do not display the299

same asymmetry and are approximately the same for all crossing angles. The increased directional300

bandwidth for these cases increases the discrepancy between temporally estimated and spatially301

measured wavelengths. This results in large discrepancies in apparent wave steepness. If only302

time-domain measurements are available, the steepness can be over-estimated by over 50% (53%303

for ∆θ = 60◦ and 49% for ∆θ = 120◦). If the steepness parameters were based on the characteristic304

wave height instead of the crest amplitude, the over-estimation would be as large as 88% for305

∆θ = 60◦. These spatial steepness values may not, however, be particularly representative of the306

local wave geometry due to the unusual wave profiles recorded for these crossing wave systems,307

as discussed below.308

Figs. 6a, d, and g show that the amplitude of the spatial troughs either side of the main crests309

(at tfocus) tends to decrease with increased ∆θ. For ∆θ = 120◦ and ∆θ = 60◦, the surface elevation310

along the observation direction θ∗ is almost entirely positive, and hence the definitions of char-311

acteristic wavelength based on zero crossing are challenging to apply, and the resulting steepness312

values potentially misleading. The local steepnesses of the crests shown in Figs. 6c, f, and i are313

comparable for all ∆θ values. However, owing to the actual zero-crossing locations, the crest-front314

steepness parameter values (ϕs) in Tab. 4 differ greatly. A value of ϕs = 8.25◦ is measured for315

∆θ = 60◦, whereas much larger values are found for the other crossing angles.316

Assessing the measurements along y∗ in Figs. 6a, d, and g, it is clear that the transverse profiles317

of the waves differ greatly between the three crossing angles. For ∆θ = 0◦, the profile along y∗318

(i.e., θ = θ∗+π/2) is very broad and remains positive (non zero-crossing), indicating that there is a319

clear wave propagation direction (namely, x∗) and that y∗ is aligned with the crest of the wave. For320

∆θ = 60◦ and 120◦, the profile along y∗ becomes negative (zero-crossing) and is associated with321

comparable (∆θ = 60◦) or greater (∆θ = 120◦) local steepness to the steepness observed along x∗.322

This further highlights the extreme spatial localisation of large wave events associated with highly323

directionally spread and crossing sea states, and the difficulty in defining representative geometric324
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parameters.325

Figs. 6b, e, and h show the wavelength L2 as a function of the observation angle θ at the time326

of focus (note that L1(θ) = L2(θ + π)). This illustrates the wave’s geometry in 3D. For ∆θ = 0◦ in327

Fig. 6b, the geometry is as would be expected for a nonlinear, weakly directionally spread wave:328

we observe front-to-rear asymmetry [58, 59] when comparing L1 and L2 in Tab. 4, and the wave is329

long crested (i.e., there are no zero-crossings and hence no values of L2 for angles that are nearly330

perpendicular to the wave propagation direction). For the ∆θ = 60◦ and ∆θ = 120◦ cases (Figs.331

6e and h, respectively), the geometric parameters are more complex. For both cases, the range332

of angles θ for which zero-crossings allows for calculation of wavelengths L2 is larger than for333

∆θ = 0◦. For ∆θ = 120◦, wavelengths L2 can be computed for nearly all angles, demonstrating334

that the surface elevation has an apparent trough in all directions.335

3.3. Wave Kinematics336

As directional spreading increases, so does the proportion of wave components that travel337

normal to a given mean direction. As a result, the formation of partial standing waves and the can-338

cellation of horizontal fluid motion occurs. This effect of directional spreading is a basic feature339

of linear wave theory; it is well documented and commonly accounted for in engineering prac-340

tise using velocity reduction factors for the calculation of kinematics and resulting wave loads in341

moderately spread conditions [60]. It is less well documented how kinematics change in highly342

directionally spread conditions and how this can affect wave breaking, alongside the loading of343

structures. Crossing conditions provide realistic scenarios for very highly directionally spread344

seas and are associated with greatly reduced horizontal fluid velocities. In MC19, it was hypoth-345

esised that this cancellation of horizontal fluid velocity may allow the formation of larger wave346

amplitudes before breaking occurs. Here, we use our numerical simulations to quantify how sig-347

nificantly crossing conditions affect wave kinematics and we subsequently discus in §3.4 how this348

may affect the onset of wave breaking.349

Fig. 7 shows vertical profiles of absolute horizontal (a) and vertical (b) velocity components350

at the location of the crest of the waves immediately prior to breaking (t = 23.6 s) for the three351

directional conditions simulated. The solid lines in (a) and (b) show the velocity reduction as a352
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percentage of the largest horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively (i.e., of the following-sea353

case with ∆θ = 0◦ in (a) and of the crossing case with ∆θ = 120◦) in (b)). As the crossing angle is354

increased, the horizontal velocities and vertical velocities decrease and increase, respectively. This355

may explain the change in breaking behaviour and the jet formation observed in Fig. 4. For ∆θ =356

60 and 120◦, the reduction of horizontal velocity is approximately 20% and 50%, respectively.357

3.4. Wave Breaking358

Our simulations qualitatively confirm that wave breaking behaviour is significantly different359

in crossing-sea than in following-sea conditions (cf. Fig. 4) and that this fundamentally different360

behaviour may allow for the creation of steeper waves, as hypothesized in MC19. In the following361

section, we use the additional insight that may be gained from high-fidelity numerical simulations362

to gain a deeper understanding of changes to wave breaking behaviour that occur as directional363

spreading is increased.364

3.4.1. Wave breaking behaviour365

Fig. 8 superimposes simulated free surfaces of the three breaking waves we have examined366

(∆θ = 0◦, 60◦, 120◦). As the crossing angle ∆θ increases, overturning horizontal breaking motion367

is reduced. In addition to this, the local steepness of the free surface and the localisation of the368

breaking crest increase with increasing crossing angle. The large crest also persists for a shorter369

duration. This localisation may result in reduced dissipation owing to breaking. Our results also370

confirm that this change in breaking may support larger crest heights for larger crossing angles371

(Tab. 3).372

3.4.2. Crest velocity373

Crest velocity features in various definitions of breaking [38] and is intrinsically linked to our374

understanding of wave breaking. Put simply, wave breaking occurs when the fluid within the crest375

of a wave travels faster than crest of the wave itself. More formally, so-called kinematic wave376

breaking criteria can be defined, in which the onset of breaking is predicted using the ratio of377

fluid to crest velocity [39]. Crest velocity is also used as a normalisation parameter for so-called378
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dynamical wave breaking criteria, which examine the ratio of energy flux to energy density at the379

wave crest [42].380

In directionally spread sea states, extreme waves may form as a result of the directional focus-381

ing of many different wave components. When waves from opposing directions combine, standing382

waves form. Therefore, depending on the degree of spreading of a given sea state, extreme waves383

may form as partial standing waves. Crossing sea states in particular present a realistic scenario384

for creation of wave components that travel at large angles to each other and form partial standing385

waves. Such waves can also be created by bathymetric focusing and reflection [61]. In the case386

of a purely standing wave, crests do not travel, and the crest velocity is ill defined. As a result,387

the applicability of wave breaking criteria based on crest velocity for highly directionally spread388

waves may be problematic.389

Generally, it is not possible to measure crest velocity without high-resolution spatio-temporal390

measurements of surface elevation. If the necessary data is available, measuring crest velocity for391

waves which are narrow banded in both frequency and direction is relatively trivial. For 2D or392

‘following’ waves, crests propagate in a single mean direction (cf. Fig. 9a and e). In complex393

crossing conditions, an (instantaneous) crest direction must be estimated one way or another. If394

a wave forms as a result of many different dispersively focusing components, the appropriate395

location of its crest can be difficult to identify (see also [38]), particularly immediately prior to396

breaking where large asymmetry and sharp changes in surface elevation can be observed (Fig. 9a).397

We define a wave crest as a maximum of the free surface between consecutive zero up- and398

down-crossings. At times when crests are relatively flat (illustrated in 2D in Fig. 9a), the position399

of the maximum can jump rapidly in time and cause large spikes in estimated crest velocity and400

direction. To attempt to reduce this sensitivity, we approximate the position of the crest by taking401

the mean of the top 1% of particles at the free surface (in the region −2 < x < 2 m and −2 < y < 2402

m) at each time step, shown as the red-shaded areas in Figs. 9e, f, and g. We note that, alternatively,403

near breaking, the crest of a wave may be defined as the sharp change in slope at the front of the404

wave, which is not necessarily the highest point. The grey markers in Figs. 9b,c and d show the405

crest speed calculated using the positions of the single highest points, and the red markers show406

the speed obtained from the mean of the (1%) highest points. Using the mean position of the407
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highest points somewhat smooths the resulting speed, but some large fluctuations still remain. In408

Fig. 9, panel a shows the crests at different times for the following-sea case in 1D. Panels e-g409

show the time-evolution of the crest locations xp = (xp(t), yp(t)) in 2D for ∆θ = 0, 60, and 120◦,410

respectively. Crest velocities are calculated using 4th-order central differences of crest position.411

Figs. 9b-d show the crest speeds measured as a function of time for the three experiments.412

In all three cases, the wave crests travel in a reasonably constant direction during formation of413

the extreme crests, as evident from Figs. 9e-g. In the crossing cases, as the wave crest forms, it414

travels in an oblique direction to the two combining wave groups, namely at θ = θ∗ ≈ 35◦ and415

θ = θ∗ ≈ 50◦ for ∆θ = 60◦ and 120◦, respectively. Although crossing conditions create a partial416

standing wave, the crest velocity calculated by tracking the maxima of surface elevation suggests417

that crest speed is actually greater than for following-sea conditions, albeit in an oblique direction418

to the crossing components. The estimated crest speeds at t = 24 s (time of focus) are 1.98, 2.48,419

and 2.88 ms−1, for ∆θ = 0◦, 60◦, and 120◦, respectively. Although this result may seem counter420

intuitive, this may be explained by considering the linear phase speed of two equal-amplitude421

crossing waves: η = a cos(kx − ωt) + a cos(kx cos ∆θ + ky sin ∆θ − ωt). In this case, the phase422

speeds is given by |cp| = c
√

2/(1 + cos ∆θ), which increases with crossing angle ∆θ, reaching a423

singularity at ∆θ = 180◦ as the waves become purely standing (note cp ≡ ωk/|k|2, c = ω/k, k = |k|).424

3.4.3. Wave breaking criteria and prediction425

Our results show that a large degree of directional spreading (in the form of crossing) has a426

strong effect on maximum steepness, fluid velocity, and crest velocity. The combined effect of427

these properties determine when the onset of wave breaking occurs. We have observed in §3.2428

that wave steepness 2πηc/L varies significantly depending on how wavelength L is calculated,429

and does not reflect local crest steepness. Particularly in the case of highly directionally spread430

waves, where characteristic wavelength is poorly defined, geometric criteria such as steepness do431

not function as robust parameters for predicting the onset of wave breaking.432

In general, kinematic and dynamic criteria have been shown to provide more robust indications433

of when breaking may occur [38]. Both types of criteria rely upon knowledge of fluid and crest434

velocities, which rules them out for predictive use. These criteria may still be used to detect when435
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wave breaking has occurred during simulations that are capable of modelling breaking, such as436

ours. Barthelemy et al. [42] defined a dynamic criterion B = |F|/(E|c|) based on the ratio of437

energy flux F to energy density E, which is normalised by crest speed |c|. At the surface, |F|/E438

may be expressed as the total fluid velocity |u| (at the surface), resulting in the criterion B = |u|/|c|439

[42]. In following-sea conditions, [42] suggest that B and Bx = ux/cx are equivalent and found that,440

when Bx exceeds a value of 0.86, breaking will occur based on the experiments and simulations441

they examined. The same value of ux/cx was obtained in [62] in an earlier study of periodic waves.442

This criterion has also been demonstrated to be effective for predicting the onset of breaking in443

shallow water using numerical simulations [43].444

In the simulations and experiments presented herein, it is clear that breaking has occurred445

(cf. Figs. 4 and 8). However, the crossing waves we simulate have reduced fluid velocities and446

increased crest velocities, which will both reduce the value of B when compared to the following-447

sea case. In the first two simulations (∆θ = 0, 60◦), values of the parameter B exceed 0.86 at448

various times. When ∆θ = 120◦, a very small region of the surface approaches this limit at t = 24.3449

s (B = 0.8582). In Fig. 10, panels a, b, and c, show the first instance in time at which B ≥ 0.86.450

If we also consider vertical or double valued-free surface as an indication of breaking [42], we451

may establish if these values have occurred after the onset of wave breaking. Panels d to f show452

the vertical component nz of the unit normal vector of the simulated free surface; −1 < nz ≤ 0453

represents a vertical or overturning free surface. Panels d and e illustrate that at these instances454

in time the surface is not yet vertical, and hence B may provide a robust indication that breaking455

is about to occur. However, in panel f, a portion of the surface has already started to overturn. In456

panels g-i, we plot the maximum value of B observed in the region −2 < x < 2 m and −2 < y < 2457

m and the percentage of the surface that has a slope nz < 0 as a function of time for each crossing458

angle. In all three cases, the values of B vary significantly in time, only becoming consistently459

greater than 0.86 once a considerable portion of the free surface has become overturning. This460

variability is a direct result of fluctuations in crest velocity; the blue open circles show the results461

of calculating B using constant velocities calculated at t = 24 s.462

Our simulated results illustrate that the criterion B > 0.86 shows promise as a means of pre-463

dicting the onset of wave breaking in moderately directionally spread scenarios. For the most464
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directionally spread case, the criterion may fail to predict the onset of breaking. In performing465

our analysis, it is clear that the crest speed, which is a prerequisite parameter for the evaluation of466

the breaking criterion, is not necessarily well defined. To fully understand the robustness of the467

parameter B a more comprehensive study of both breaking and non breaking highly directionally468

spread waves is necessary.469

4. Conclusions470

We have performed SPH simulations of highly directionally spread, breaking waves in the471

form of a case study of the Draupner wave [1]. Simulations were carried using a numerical model472

of the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility wave tank [37]. The numerical model was used473

to reproduce experiments carried out by MC19 [36] in the same facility, allowing for direct vali-474

dation of the SPH model. In the experiments and simulations, waves were created using the same475

wavemaker displacements. A total of 127 million particles were required to achieve a satisfactory476

level of convergence and agreement between the experiments and simulations when simulating the477

25 m diameter tank. This corresponds to a particle distance of 2 cm, approximately 500 particles478

per wavelength, or 37 particles over the maximum wave height.479

In doing so, we have shown that the SPH method is an effective tool for high-fidelity mod-480

elling of very steep, highly directionally spread breaking waves. In particular, this particle-based481

method is a very suitable method for numerically replicating a physical wave tank, including its482

wavemakers. This method also allows wave breaking processes to be modelled, and shows good483

promise for furthering understanding of wave breaking and extreme waves.484

In the three experiments simulated, the numerical model reproduced time-series measurements485

recorded during physical experiments well, achieving r2 values of approximately 0.94. At the486

gauges downstream of the maximum wave height and violent breaking, good agreement between487

experiments and simulations is maintained. Qualitative observations made using still images488

showed that wave breaking behaviour is reproduced well by the model. Some small-scale fea-489

tures, such a spray and white water, were less well captured. It is likely that a particle spacing of490

less than 2 cm may be required to reproduce features on this scale, which may also be affected491

by phenomena not explicitly modeled in our simulations, such as surface tension and the presence492
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of air. One of the main observations in MC19 was that the form of wave breaking changed from493

plunging breaking to an upward jet, as the crossing angle was increased. Our simulations confirm494

this.495

Our highly spatially resolved simulations allow for the direct measurement of various aspects496

of wave geometry, which forms the basis of commonly used wave breaking criteria. We find that497

wavelengths measured spatially can be vastly different than those approximated from time-series498

measurements, an approximation commonly made to implement geometric wave breaking criteria.499

In the following-sea case (∆θ = 0◦), where there is little ambiguity how to define wavelength,500

temporal approximation leads to an error of around 20% (in wavelength) and fails to capture501

the large horizontal and vertical asymmetry observed. The same is true for the crossing cases502

(∆θ = 60◦, ∆θ = 120◦) when considering properties calculated along the instantaneous crest503

direction x∗. Steepness calculated as 2πηc/L is also shown to bear little correlation to actual504

crest steepness. These results highlight two main outcomes. First, time-domain approximations505

of geometric properties perform poorly in the highly spread and steep conditions we examine.506

Second, a systematic and comprehensive study breaking and non breaking waves is required to507

define and understand the relevance of geometric measures for highly directional spread waves.508

Our simulations confirm that, as we increase crossing angle, a partial standing wave forms509

and horizontal and vertical velocities reduce by approx 20%, and 50% for ∆θ = 60◦ and 120◦,510

respectively. This measured reduction in horizontal fluid velocity helps to explain the changes511

in breaking behaviour observed in MC19. Partial standing wave formation that occurs in highly512

spread conditions make estimating crest velocity challenging, and, as a result, kinematic and dy-513

namical breaking criteria become difficult to evaluate robustly. Crests appear to travel in oblique514

directions and at greater speeds than for a following wave. Combined with reductions in fluid515

velocity, this may allow for the creation of steeper waves prior to breaking. Despite the chal-516

lenges in estimating the value of B in [42]’s breaking criterion, their threshold value of B = 0.86517

is exceeded or met in all our simulations. We believe a more comprehensive study of breaking518

and non-breaking waves is required to demonstrate the effectiveness of dynamical (i.e. B) and519

kinematic criteria for highly spread waves.520
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Fig. 6 Spatial profiles of surface elevation in different observation directions (left column), wavelength

L2 (thick black lines) as a function of observation angle θ (middle column) and surface gradients (right

column) for the three ∆θ values (rows). In panels a, d, and g, surface elevations are shown along four

different observation directions, as defined in panels b, e, and h (black, blue, green and red lines).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Vertical profiles of horizontal (a) and vertical (b) velocity measured at the location of the crest of the

waves and time t = 23.6 s for the three different crossing angles (∆θ = 0◦ in black, ∆θ = 60◦ in blue, and

∆θ = 120◦ in red), showing the dimensional velocity components as dashed lines on the bottom axes and

the reduction in velocity as a percentage of the following-sea case (∆θ = 0◦) (a) and of the crossing case

with ∆θ = 120◦ (b) as solid lines on the top axes.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the free surface elevation and breaking behaviour for the three crossing angles ∆θ = 0◦

(red), 60◦ (green) and 120◦ (blue).
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Fig. 9 Illustration of crest identification and resulting instantaneous crest velocity: (a) crest identification

in the x- direction only for ∆θ = 0◦ with black lines showing surface elevation from t = 23 to 24.4 s at

0.05 s intervals, thick lines corresponding to times t = 23.6, 24, 24.4 s, and red dots showing identified

crest locations at each time step; (b-d) corresponding crest speeds; (e-g) crest identification in the x and

y-directions for ∆θ = 0◦, ∆θ = 60◦ and 120◦, respectively, with contours showing surface elevation at

t = 24.4 s, small red markers showing previous crest locations at 0.05 s intervals, black markers showing

crest locations at t = 23.6, 24 s, red-shaded area showing particles used to locate crest at t = 24.4 s, and

white arrows showing the directions of travel of the main and transverse waves.
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Fig. 10 Breaking onset detection for ∆θ = 0◦ (left column), 60◦ (middle column), and 120◦ (right column):

(a-c) values of the parameter B plotted on the surface elevation η; (d-f) values of the vertical component

of surface normal vector nz plotted on surface elevation η; (g) to (f) black dots show maximum value of

parameter B = |u|/|c| calculated using instantaneous crest velocity (see §3.4.2), blue open circles show

the same calculation for constant crest velocity, and red dots show the percentage of the surface which is

vertical or overturning (nz < 0) as a function of time, the horizontal dashed black line shows B = 0.86, and

the vertical dotted black line shows the time at which B exceeds 0.86 for the first time, which corresponds

to the panels above.
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